We propose in this paper a recognition system of Arabic hand-written 
Introduction
Handwriting recognition systems contribute to the improvement of the interaction between man and machine in many applications such as office automation; check verification and a large variety of banking, business and data entry applications [7] . Automatic bank check recognition is a large volume document processing application, which benefits from a small vocabulary (about 70 words in the case of Arabic bank checks). In order to meet industrial requirements, such as high processing speed, robustness, and extremely low error rates, we choose a specific Transparent Neural Network (TNN). TNN with local representation is interesting when the amount of data to be represented is small and when the data can be described with simple relations. The behavior of this type of network can be explained step by step. Thus, it falls into the category of "transparent" systems. This kind of NN has been applied on handwritten Latin by M.Côté [5] , [9] . We have adapted it to the recognition of handwritten Arabic words. The first particularity of our TNN is that it needs a simple step of feature extraction and a normalization post-processing step used to reduce variability of handwriting. Indeed, feature extraction is one of the most difficult and important problems of Arabic script recognition, due to the variability of the cursive script. So, the selected set of features should be a small set, the values of which easily extracted, efficiently discriminate between patterns of different classes, but are invariant for pattern within the same class [1] , [3] . The second particularity of our recognition system is its ability to simulate human reading [9] . It proceeds by GVM of structural features of the word in order to do a first classification. A second step of classification is done after a LVM of zones without structural features by the use of invariant FD. This paper is organized as follow: Section 2 presents each of the GVM and the LVM and evaluates their efficiency in Arabic letters classification. Section 3 describes the combination of the GVM and the LVM in the TNN recognition system. In section 4, an evaluation of the integrated system is done. Conclusion and perspectives are presented in section 5.
Arabic word modeling
The ultimate goal of our handwritten Arabic word recognition system is to imitate the human ability to read at a much faster rate. Psychology studies [9] , have proven that generally, the human read the word globally. He doesn't need to recognize all letters. The structural shape of key letters on its own can be sufficient [5] . If he cannot make it out, he will try to see the word locally. Our recognition system is based on this idea of combining local and global features of the Arabic words. -Global features: robust characteristics easy to detect by a simple glance. These global characteristics allow a very rapid discrimination of the words. -Local features: more finer characteristics, which need a more finer vision to detect more specific local information. These features are used in a second step, if the first ones are not sufficient to find the good word.
Global description
The word is considered here as a unique entity. The primary structural features already used are: ascenders, descenders and loops [1] , [3] , [5] , [10] . We add the "diacritics dots", taking into account the specificity of the Arabic script. The shape of these primitives depends on their position in the word. This position is considered as a feature and added to one of the four previous primitives. When we do not detect any of the described characteristics, we generate the primitive "Nothing" which is useful to activate words without global feature. Table 1 describes global features used by our system. The particularities of our algorithms in the detection of these features are summarized in the following points: -Baseline detection: in order to improve the usual methods (projection, minimum, maximum, contour and skeleton), we add a global normalization step based on FT to correct the slant [12] . In the case of ambiguities of the projection method, due to the existence of many ascenders, descenders or diacritic points, we combine it with the local minimum and maximum method. Extrema, above lower baseline or below upper baseline deduced from the horizontal projection, are eliminated. From the others new baselines are generated. Figure 1 illustrates the result automatically generated by our system. -Ascender and descender extraction: Here ascender and descender correspond to the global minima and maxima of outer boundary points as shown in figure 1. -Loop and diacritic dots: It uses a classical contour extraction method. The distinction between both is based on the use of a threshold for the boundary size, its relative position to the baseline and the verification of the inclusion between closed contours. In figure 1 we extract diacritics above and below base line and a loop in the middle of the word. [1] , [3] . In figure 1 three PAWs compose the word. The primitive position is detected during the feature extraction. This step needs the processing of each PAW separately from the whole word. Intersection between the upper boundary (vertical continue line in figure 1 ) and lower boundary (vertical discontinue line in figure 1 ) of the structural primitive zone and the corresponding PAW gives information about the position of the feature. Indeed overlapping of the first and the second PAW of figure 1 , we obtain HI, JI, QD, BM, QM and PJE. More results are given in table 7 of the evaluation section. By the use of these global features, we can distinguish 50 classes of Arabic letters from 116 different letters. Table 2 gives 10 samples of these classes. For instance, in class 2 we can see all letters with ascender (H) and in the beginning position (D). This classification will be useful in the architecture construction of our TNN system All these primitives are automatically extracted by our system. Table 3 shows the evaluation of our feature extraction module. The extraction rate is evaluated on all 70 words of Arabic literal amounts extracted from our laboratory database composed of 5000 bank checks written by 100 scriptors. 
Local descriptors
Local description is necessary when the character has no primary features, or if these features are wrongly detected (such as the open loop). However, the main problem with local processing is the pre-segmentation step [4] .
-Local description and contextual segmentation: Our goal is not to segment the whole word into letters, but to use zones already detected in global feature extraction step to locate positions and delimitate unknown zones. As a matter of fact, in order to reduce the segmentation problem, we start by extracting only segments between two already delimitated primary features. Then, we try to extract the first and the last character if they have not structural features. The delimiting point comes from the minimum of the histogram of each PAW of the word separately from the whole word. The projection method is simple and gives a first estimation of segment boundaries, but it fails in the cases of overlapping [10] .
To resolve this problem we use the boundary of the word to delimitate the beginning and the end of the PAW and to extract zones corresponding to the desired letters. In figure 2 the zone without structural feature is in the beginning.
Figure 2. Contextual pre-segmentation
-Normalized Fourier Descriptors: The objective of this step is to create a relationship of similarity between a handwritten character without structural features, token from a word context and a reference set of characters proposed by the propagation step of the word recognition system. Fourier Descriptors (FD) can be normalized to be invariant to translation, rotation, size and starting point [2] . The normalization approach uses the boundary function of the characters pre-segmented from the image. It is based on the method developed by Kuhl [8] .
Freeman chain code is generated from the closed boundary function. A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm calculates the FDs (a n , b n , c n , d n , A 0 and C 0 ) of a chain-coded contour defined by equation (1) , with N being the number of boundary points [11] :
From this equation we can deduce that the original contour can be approximated by the addition of the elliptic loci of the projections points (Xn(k), Yn(k)) as presented in figure 3 . The normalization is performed according to various elliptic properties of the FDs.
• Position normalization: FDs are invariant to translation if we ignore the bias terms A 0 and C 0 .
• Starting point transform: The starting point angular rotation θ 1 is determined from the point (x1, y1) with elliptic loci by: By differentiating the magnitude of the first harmonic phase and setting the derivative equal to zero, we obtain:
This expression locates the first semi-major axis to occur moving away from the starting point in the direction of the rotation around the contour [8] , [11] .
• Harmonic phase normalization: In order to have FD invariant to rotation we have to move the first harmonic phase until it is aligned with the semi major axis of its loci. Figure 4 illustrates this step of normalization. The spatial rotation is determined from the Fourier coefficients a 1 * and c 1 * that are corrected for starting point displaced θ 1 .
x 1 (k*) = a 1 *cos(2πk*/T) + b 1 *sin(2πk*/T) (5) y 1 (k*) = c 1 *cos(2πk*/T) + d 1 *sin(2πk*/T)
The harmonic phase ψ 1 is obtained as: (6) • Size normalization: The normalization of the size can be made by dividing each of the coefficients by the magnitude of the semi major axis defined as:
Figure 4. Harmonic phase normalization
This transformation proposed tries to reduce the first harmonic size of all letters to 1. The efficiency and the invariability of normalized FD are evaluated on all Arabic letters. Table 4 gives some obtained results. Distances between handwritten letters (HL) and printed ones (PL) are computed. The minimal distances in gray are also given for the right class. The distance formula is explained in equation 8. 
Combination of GVM and LVM
Our TNN recognition system is composed of four layers: Words layer, PAWs layer, letters layer and primitives (or features) layer. In figure 5 we illustrate the TNN architecture. We have a cell for each word in the predifined lexicon of literal amount of Arabic checks, as well as for each PAW of these words, each Arabic letter and structural feature associated to these letters. There are 70 words, 63 PAWs, 116 letters and 50 features. In each of the neural cells we found only a structural description of letters, PAW's and words but no corresponding images. This is will be explained in more detail in the following section. That is why it is neither time nor memory consuming.
Recognition
The TNN cycle is composed of a succession of bottom-up and top-down processes. The output is a list of activated words taken from a printed lexicon. The word recognized is that of the highest activation. This is illustrated in figure 5 . When we have the same activation for more than one word, a FT normalization step is applied on letters with primary features or on the whole PAW [12] . This 
Propagation of GVM descriptors
Structural information propagates from the handwritten image to one of word lexicon as presented in figure 5 . Each zone of the handwritten image can be described by more than one feature such as zone 3 in figure 5 . A letter is activated by the whole set of features of a given zone. Activated letters contribute to the activation of PAWs. The words concerned with the held PAWs are also activated. The order of PAWs in the word is easy to detect and is taken into consideration during the activation step.
Retropropagation of contextual information
This step starts with the validation of activated PAWs, which at their turn validate activated letters. This validation increases the corresponding activation value.
Activated PAWs generate letters hypotheses, which give some hints about the identity of the unknown letters present in the image [5] [10] . Cells number three and four in the third layer of figure 5 , propose two letters. These letters are not to be detected in the first propagation step because they don't have any global features. These hypotheses are checked against the real image by the use of normalized FD. In order to decide about the insertion of a new letter in the next propagation step, a metric distance D(UZ,PL), between FDs of Unknown Zone (UZ) in the handwritten image and Proposed Letters (PL) given by the retropropagation step defined in formula (8) The numerator of this metric has been used by Kuhl [8] to classify objects that may occur in different orientations, sizes and translations. We add a denominator factor to obtain a relative distance. The minimum of the distances determines the identity of the unknown zone in comparison to known printed letters proposed by the global classification step as it is presented in LVM of zone 1 in figure 5.
Cell contents
We distinguish four kinds of cells. Each of them has specific information and general ones. General information concerns cell activation and connection weight.
-Cell activation: Every cell in each cycle (c) has activation. In the beginning all cells are initialized to 0. The cells activation depends on their actual activation and on that of their neighbors [5] according to the following equation:
A i (c + 1) being the activation of cell i at the cycle c+1, θ is a constant for the unit decay set to 0.07 by Maclelland [9] , and E i (c) is the effect of the cell neighbors i. This effect is defined as:
n i (c) being the excitation of the neighbors of the cells i, it is defined as : (11) nn is the number of neighbors j of the cell i and α ij is the weight of the connection between i and j.
-Connection weights: Five kinds of weights are defined according to the degree of influence of the neighbor j on the cell i:
• α FL = 1/NF: weight between Features and Letters layer. NF is the Number of Features extracted from word image in the same zone. This adds to the contribution of each feature on the activation of the corresponding letters. In Figure 5 we have two and three extracted features so α FL = 1/2 and 1/3. • α LP = 1/NL: weight between Letters and PAWs layer, NL is the Number of PAW Letters. This can give the same degree of activation to all the letters of the PAW. For instance, the weight link to the third cell of the PAW layer in figure 5 is 1/3 because the corresponding PAW is composed of three letters.
• α PW = 1/NP: weight between PAWs and Words layer, NP is the Number of PAWs in the Word.
• α WP = 1/NW: weight between Words and PAWs layer, NW is the Number of words, which contain the corresponding PAW. All these words have been activated by this PAW and would contribute to its validation.
• α PL = 1/NP: weight between PAWs and Letters layer, NP is the Number of PAWs activated by a letter.
In addition to these two general points, each cell has its specific content: -Primitive cell: Primitive cell contains a string describing the combination of primitives associated to this cell and the activation degree, which can be 0 or 1 if this combination is present in the word to be recognized.
-Letter cell: Letter cell contains its degree activation defined by formula (9) , the number of features and the list of these features, and α FL weights. Information concerning the name of the reference image of the printed letter is also added to each cell letter and is used for the LVM step.
-PAW cell: PAW cell also contains activation degree, the number of letters, the list of these letters coded by their position in the letter layer and α LP and α PW weight.
-Word cell:
In word cell there is also the activation degree, the number of PAWs in the word and the list of these PAWs coded by their position in the PAWs layer. Two kinds of weight are also present, α WP and α PL .
Experiments and Results
Experimentations are done on the 63 handwritten PAWs and then on all 70 words of Arabic literal amounts extracted from our laboratory database composed of 5000 bank checks written by 100 scriptors. 2100 images are used as 30 samples for each of the 70 words. For PAWs experimentation, only three layers are maintained. The evaluation is done in four steps. Firstly, we evaluate the TNN without integration of automatic GVM or LVM. Global features are manually described and introduced to the system. Secondly, we integrate the automatic global feature extraction with recognition TNN and try to see its impact on the recognition rate. The third experiment concerns the improvement of the system by the use of manual GVM and LVM. The fourth step combines automatic GVM and LVM. Experimentation results are presented in table 6 . We observe that the rate of recognition decreases after integrating the automatic global feature extraction. However, this decrease is improved by LVM. Indeed, FDs are able to describe details. They can eliminate ambiguities and improve either PAWs or words Table 6 confirms these remarks and obtained rates of rows 3 and 4 are better than those of rows 1 and 2. This shows the influence of the combination on the recognition rate. 
Conclusion and perspectives
We introduce, in this paper, new global features specific to the Arabic script. The advantage of these global features is the simplicity of their extraction and their ability to imitate global vision of the human reading model by a GVM. By a propagation of these features through our TNN system; a first selection of recognized words is done. To discriminate between words with a global shape, we need in some cases, a local vision of zones (LVM) with no global features. This local vision requires more precise descriptors. We used Normalized FDs because they are invariant statistical features. The combination of GVM and LVM improved the recognition rate of our system. 
